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The book, Into the Realm of Numbers emphasizes the revolutionary approach into
human consciousness as based on Salvation Technologies, developed by the Russian
phenomenon, Grigori Grabovoy. He asserts that by concentrating on specific numerical
sequences, healing from disease occurs on vibratory level through synchronization and
balance of body cells and systems. The book presents a historical perspective and
spiritual meaning of numbers, discusses scientific data about holographic universe, and
includes numerical sequences for curing different diseases and conditions. This book
includes practical exercises for everyday of the month, numerical codes to work with
past, present and future, as well as alternative methods of therapy, such as color and
sound therapy. According to Grabovoy, "Healing from disease means return to norm.
Through concentrating on numerical combinations, you provide a vibrational alignment
of your body state toward your normal conditions which is health. As a result, disease is
cured." Each number has a particular frequency and Grabovoy explains that a person
can create and control events in a harmonious way by altering intention-based thoughts
through concentration. His teachings are officially certified in the appropriate documents
of the UNESCO. The most important part of his teachings is applicability to daily life.
Includes section, "Book reviews".
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Set before the birth of Christ, The Ancient Prophecy begins when a strange
phenomenon happens right after the construction of the Great Pyramid. Seven priests
arrive at the pyramid and discover the specter of the Egyptian god Thot (the God of
Wisdom), which grants each of them the power to protect the Earth from the wrath of
Seth. Four thousand years later, a family gets stuck in a tomb surrounded by foul
Egyptian creatures. As the mother and father perish, their daughter, Maya Montgomery,
survives only to lose her memory totally after falling down on her head. A couple of
years later, Montgomery grows up to become a teenage Egyptologist and joins her
colleagues on an expedition to Egypt. There, Maya is tasked to search for a golden
capstone that was placed at the top of the great pyramid in ancient times. Will she ever
make it till the end even when she realizes that there is an ancient evil tracking her
down for the grand prize? Read the book to find out.
When Derric Moore became deathly ill due to the debilitating dis-ease lupus, the last
thing he wanted to do, was to accept that it was "God's will." He needed something new
and he needed something fast! So he appealed to God for help, and his ancestors and
guardian spirits responded by giving him a spiritual system based upon Ancient
Egyptian (Kamitic) theology and Afro-spiritual practices, which he used to improve his
health. In this practical guide that approaches Kamitic philosophy from a shamanistic
perspective, you'll learn how: -To tap into the Power of God within you - How to
effectively pray and get your prayers answered - How we subconsciously make our
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bodies ill, but with a little effort can improve our overall health - How to change your
dreams - Foretell the future through divination - Build sacred space to attract positive
influences into your life - And, much, much more.
Part global quilting travelogue, part cultural history, this artful, useful guide gives
quilters all they need to create a variety of foundation piece quilt blocks featuring
symbols from across the world. The designs range from the Asian om and Australian
rainbow spirit to the American Indian turtle and African ankh. Each chapter features
inspiring examples of how to incorporate the symbols into finished quilts, while tip
boxes throughout share interesting information about their meanings and cross-cultural
uses.
The first of its kind, this book examines artistic representations of the brain after the rise
of the contemporary neurosciences, examining the interplay of art and science and
tackling some of the critical-cultural implications. Weaving an MRI pattern onto a family
quilt. Scanning the brain of a philosopher contemplating her own death and hanging it
in a museum. Is this art or science or something in-between? What does it mean? How
might we respond? In this ground-breaking new book, David R. Gruber explores the
seductive and influential position of the neurosciences amid a growing interest in affect
and materiality as manifest in artistic representations of the human brain. Contributing
to debates surrounding the value and/or purpose of interdisciplinary engagement
happening in the neuro-humanities, Gruber emphasizes the need for critical-cultural
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analysis within the field. Engaging with New Materialism and Affect Theory, the book
provides a current and concrete example of the on-going shift away from constructivist
lenses, arguing that the influence of relatively new neuroscience methods (EEG, MRI
and fMRI) on the visual arts has not yet been fully realised. In fact, the very idea of a
brain as it is seen and encountered today—or "The Brain," as Gruber calls it—remains in
need of critical, wild and rebellious re-imagination. Illuminating how artistic engagement
with the brain is often sensual and suggestive even if rooted in objectivist impulses and
tied to scientific realism, this book is ideal for scholars in Art, Media Studies, Sociology,
and English departments, as well visual artists and anyone seriously engaging
discourses of the brain.
A novelization of the second half of the first season of the Nickelodeon series follows
the adventures of British boarding school students who work together to solve an
ancient Egyptian mystery.

DIVAll that is known about magic in ancient Egypt: powerful amulets to ward off
evil spirits, scarabs of immortality, wax images, formulas and spells, the secret
name, much more. /div
An illustrated guide to 50 magical and spiritual symbols and how to harness their
power for your spiritual need. Since the dawn of humanity, all cultures have
created sacred symbols drawn from nature, geometry, and mythology. These
symbols are part of a secret language that not only gives us meaning but also
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connects us to the divine nature of the universe. Using symbols in our daily lives
can empower and improve all aspects of our well-being. Sacred Symbol Magic is
an exquisitely illustrated and practical book drawing on over 50 of these symbols.
Working with sacred symbols is the key to both spiritual growth and a fulfilled life.
Includes an illustration of each symbol with a concise description of its meaning.
Gives practical advice on how to harness each symbol's latent power. Features
symbols from a variety of cultures and spiritual traditions.
Jagger Jones is a whiz kid from Chicago's South Side. Ask him anything about
Ancient Egypt, and Jagger can fill hours describing all that he knows. But when
he and his precocious little sister Aria fall more than three thousand years back in
time to the court of Amarna, Egypt, Jagger discovers a truth that rocks his world:
books don’t teach you everything there is to know. Mummies, pyramids, and cool
hieroglyphics make awesome movie props, but the ancient court of Amarna is full
of over-sized scorpions, magical amulets, and evil deities determined to scare
unwanted visitors away. If Jagger and Aria are to return safely home, they must
find nine soul-infested gemstones, defeat an evil general, save the royal family,
and figure out how to rescue themselves! Armed only with Jagger’s knowledge
of history and a few modern objects mined from his pockets and Aria’s sparkly
purse, the siblings have exactly one week to solve supernatural riddles and
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rescue the royal family. If they can pull it off, Jagger Jones just might return to
Chicago a hero.
From prehistoric times to the modern day, the altar has been a pivotal tool for
ritual and magick. The Witch's Altar is an in-depth exploration of altars for covens
and solo practitioners. From building and maintaining your altar to exploring the
use of mobile and hidden altars, this book offers advice, techniques, and fun for
Witches of all ages and skill levels. Learn about the altar's role in history and
mythology. Personalize your altar with candles, crystals, sacred tools, magickal
objects, statues, pentacles, and symbols. Explore how different altar locations
may affect your practice, and discover new ideas for elemental, seasonal, and
outdoor altars, as well as altars for the dead. The Witch's Altar also includes
fascinating contributions from leading writers, including Jenya T. Beachy, Lilith
Dorsey, Lon Milo DuQuette, Angus McMahan, Louis Martinié, Lupa, Gwion
Raven, Natalie Zaman, Andrieh Vitimus, and many more. Filled with spells,
recipes, and tips, this book provides everything you need to help you create the
altar of your magickal dreams.
The last word on the tarot of the Golden Dawn, this veritable encyclopedia covers
every aspect of the cards.The authors stress experimentation with the tarot,
which is a mark of a vibrant magical system. The descriptions of each tarot card
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are very reliable and very complete. Of particular interest are the alchemical
associations and the authors' work on the gematria or numerology of each card.
For the first time a complete alchemical system is given for the whole deck.
There is also a good deal of added astrological information and divinatory
meanings and interpretations.Several excellent suggestions for studying and
meditating on the cards are provided by the authors. This book is a balanced
combination of both historical and new material presented by the Zalewskis that
stands firmly rooted in Golden Dawn teachings and ritual practice. There are
many interesting new innovations in this book.Fully illustrated by Golden Dawn
member and professional artist, Skip Dudchous, this new 2019 edition has been
completely re-edited and re-formatted for ease of reading. It will be an invaluable
resource for those interested in the tarot of the Golden Dawn.
In this companion to Initiation in the Aeon of the Child, now available in
paperback, author J. Daniel Gunther provides detailed and cohesive analysis of
the two major spiritual crises in the career of the aspirant in the Aeon of the
Child—the Knowledge & Conversation of the Holy Guardian Angel and the
Crossing the Abyss between the divine realms and the human. Expounding on
the sublime Formulas of Initiation confronting those who would aspire to these
Mysteries, the author draws deeply from Jungian psychology, world mythology
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and religion, and the doctrines of the classic Mystery traditions, explaining how
the revelations of Thelema apply to the individual. The Angel & The Abyss is
written in clear, precise language that will aid those students who seek to
navigate the difficult terrain of this advanced stage of the Spiritual quest. More
knowledgeable students will find tantalizing clues to serve as guideposts and
eventual confirmations of their direct experience. The book offers copious
illustrations including some in full color and numerous diagrams. It features
detailed references that encompass ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic texts, the Old
and New Testaments, the Apocrypha, Greek philosophy, alchemy, hermetic
qabalah, and tarot, as well as the writings of Carl Jung, Eric Neumann and
Aleister Crowley.
House of Life: an institution little known in culture current of those interested in
ancient Egypt. Yet, as we will see, was a foundation of extreme importance for
the elaboration of various facets of the religious and magical culture of Egypt.
According to existing documents, the House of Life already exists in the Old
Kingdom in the 6th dynasty and lasts until the end of the Pharaonic civilization.
The available sources are not very talkative about what was done in this
laboratory and this is also understandable given its nature. The activities of the
House of Life were varied. Theurgy was about i more secret and refined rituals
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that had to make the processes of the macrocosm functioned smoothly and
extended theirs beneficial influence in society. The communion of the sovereign
with the solar entities, as an intermediary of them, was the subject of rites and
appropriate ceremonies. The defense of the King from enemies follows the same
technique used against Ra and del Evil Apophis: in the "Book to Bring Down
Apophis" are described by thread and by sign the ways of making images of the
Evil One and the related deprecatory formulas. The staff of the House of Life also
practiced natural magic intended to assist people in the various vicissitudes of
life. Yes presumes that the consecration of amulets and magical texts also
condoms took place in this place.
Buried deep within your soul are 84 sacred powers that have been hidden in plain sight
for centuries. These are the powers which the ancient sages used to bring fortune to
their fate and to dominate their destiny. These ancient spirits are closer to you than
your very breath and yet more powerful than a hurricane when you learn to put them to
use. Using the simple and easy process of speaking sacred words of power and angelic
names you will discover here, you will receive the keys to true magickal power. For the
first time in occult history, the secrets of these powers are being clearly revealed so that
you can use them to bring harmony to your life, gain money and wealth, attract new
lovers, gain peace and security, accomplish your goals, and overcome all obstacles
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that stand in your way. You may have read many law of attraction books on subjects
such as the law of attraction for love, or the law of attraction for money, or you may use
a Wicca book of shadows for your work. In this book there is no need to clear your
chakras, do crystal healing, or summon a demon. These are all powerful paths but the
magick you find here is something far different. In this book you will learn a simple and
easy way to use angelic words of power to fulfill your will. These powers belong to all of
mankind and yet until now they have been inaccessible to all but a few who understood
the true meaning and significance of their power. Those are the elite who live in quiet
abundance, fulfilling every one of their wishes in peace, security, and delight. Now you
will be given the power to rise to the top in your life. When you speak these sacred
words and call these names, while gazing at these sigils of power, you will feel the
authentic power of the ancients awaken within you and forever wash away feelings of
shame, fear, and powerlessness. No more will you be at the mercy of an uncaring and
sometimes outright hostile world. Instead you will proudly and confidently steer your life
according to your will towards the destiny that pleases you the most.So, decide on what
miracles you wish to bring cascading into your life like a sparkling waterfall of
abundance. Then open the pages of this book and harness the divine wind that
breathes through these ancient sacred angelic words of power and mighty forces of the
cosmos to accomplish your personal miracles and rule your destiny with confidence.
The powers within the covers of this book have the power to bring you mastery over the
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destiny of your soul, and the fast manifestation of your wishes using the ancient, simple
law of attraction made easy. These are sigils of power that bring fast and easy
transformation into your life. This is modern magick that taps into ancient powers more
than a thousand years old. The arrangement of the words of power is not haphazard or
a random combination of divine names. The names are arranged in a meaningful,
divine order that causes heavenly power to unlock from the divine storehouse of
spiritual power and pour forth into your life, aligning you with ancient forces that bring
wisdom, luck, blessings, and change. So I invite you to open the pages of this book and
prepare to take charge of your life, manifest your dreams, attract love, attract money,
and manifest lasting success.
This book describes how to arrange your building, house or garden for success,
harmony, health, beauty, and power.
The gift of life's eternal wisdom! The cross and loop or circle symbol known as the Ankh
has come to be one of the most widely recognized symbols in the world--honored
and/or used in rituals by many religions in many cultures around the globe and through
time. It gained huge popularity in the 60s when it became an anti-establishment, antiwar symbol, as Lon Milo Duquette points out in his introduction. The Ankh: Key of Life
includes a silver-colored Ankh on a black silken cord and an informative illustrated book
about the Ankh's history and meaning plus a plethora of ideas for wearing and using
your Ankh in a meaningful way. If any symbol on earth could hold such power it is
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certainly the Ankh. It is the consensus among many modern esotericists that the Ankh
was designed to be recognized by the ancient eye as a simple sandal strap. This is my
favorite theory for it suggests to me the secret that life is a journey each of us must
make one step at a time. It's simply a matter of going--a process of voluntary
movement--a willed commitment to move on, move up, and become something greater
than we now are. *Features a silver-colored Ankh pendant on a silken cord
This first ever collection of the three-volume graphic novel from Ubisoft collects together
the exhilarating story of Desmond Miles’ abduction by Abstergo. His subsequent flight
from their grasp leads to Desmond joining the Assassins in their fight against the
Templars. Betrayal leads to Desmond “recovering” the memories of his ancestor,
Aquilus as he searches for the power of the mystical Ankh and savage Barbarian tribes,
led by the deadly Assassin Accipiter, prepare to attack.
Rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of supermarket tabloid publishing, the
Weekly World News has been the world's only reliable news source since 1979. The
online hub www.weeklyworldnews.com is a leading entertainment news site.
A guide to harnessing the ancient power of hieroglyphs • Reveals hieroglyphs as
magical tools for manifesting ideas in the material world • Offers in-depth
interpretations of 60 hieroglyphs and guidelines for understanding them as words of
power, oracles, and dream symbols • Explains how to create your own hieroglyph
cards and amulets and use them for divination, meditation, and manifestation work
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Words are magic. They operate on many levels through both sound and symbol.
Egyptian priests understood that language and thought could create realities if the
exact words are uttered at the right time, properly intoned, and filled with intention. They
called their magical language of hieroglyphic symbols medju neter, meaning “the Word
of God.” These symbols were said to have been created by Isis and Thoth and were
presided over by the goddess Seshet, keeper of the Akashic records. Through their
chant lines and repetitions, sound vibrations, and hypnotically recurring images,
hieroglyphs, such as those found inside the pyramids, were intended to activate a
trancelike state that allowed the individual to ascend into the heavens and thus, riding
on this incantatory language, converse with the ancestors and the Creator. In this
detailed guide, author Normandi Ellis explores how to use hieroglyphs as words of
power for manifesting ideas into the material world as well as how to utilize them in
magic, meditation, divination, and dream work. She offers a deep look at the many
layers of meaning contained within 60 important hieroglyphs, breaking down the
elements within each symbol and explaining the myths behind them, the gods and
goddesses they are connected to, their initiatory significance, and their oracular and
dream meanings. She also shares guidelines for interpreting hieroglyphs so readers will
be able to come to their own understandings about the secrets they hold. Providing
instructions for creating your own hieroglyph cards, amulets, and other magically
empowered objects, Ellis offers practices and strategies to use them, with detailed
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explanations for the historical, magical, practical, and symbolic reasons why each
method is effective. She offers several layouts and card spreads for divination readings
based on Egyptian myth, numerology, and astrology. Revealing the depth of meaning
behind each of these powerful ancient symbols, Normandi Ellis shows that we can still
harness their millennia-old magic today.
Harness the power of these ancient signs and symbols to benefit your life. Many
ancient signs and symbols surround us, but do we know what they mean and how can
we use them? Kirsten Riddle helps you discover the origins behind ancient signs and
symbols from all around the world. She gives practical tips and suggests simple charms
that you can use to tap into their power and transform any aspect of your life, including
relationships, career, health, and finances. The symbols range from the famous Celtic
Triquetra and Egyptian Ankh, to lesser known but equally powerful signs such as the
Slavic Lunitsa and the Norse Jormungand. Use the opening quiz to help you discover
which set of symbols you most closely identify with. Kirsten also shows you how to
create a personal power symbol. By using a personal symbol both at home and in the
workplace you will encourage the flow of positive energy and create your own goodluck charm!

Goddess Sekhmet is a Legendary Lioness-Woman tasked with raising the
vibrational energies of humans, on a specific part of the Earth. Without the
elevation in vibrations, Earth will not be able to ascend with the other planets in
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the galaxy. She is Super Woman rolled up into Mother Nature. The Matriarchy of
the Kemetic Pantheon and Cosmic Goddesses, are the protagonist of the book;
displaying their best nurturing attributes. The story is being told from a divine
feminine perspective in a way Goddess Sekhmet is not traditionally typified. For
those who study the Ancient Egyptians and/or Kemet, metaphors will develop
into myth. And for those who are new to the subject matter; the interaction of the
immortals with humans will encourage readers to seek what is seeking them.
This novella is unique in that few stories are dedicated to the African Cosmic
Pantheon as compared to books popularized by Greek and Roman mythology.
Book One is written as the first of a series of seven novellas that chronicle how
the Goddess Sekhmet gets Earth to ascend. The stories may seem controversial
to some; but are non-confrontational. The main antagonist is, Systematic Internal
Societal Illness, SISI. And the story-line is never meant to accuse anyone or any
group of people. What is emphasized is the misuse of spirituality and the decline
of the human condition. Overall, the concept of "Personal Agency" is
encouraged, so the reader expands their thoughts, on their individual journey;
and how their purpose fits in the Universe.
After learning that early African Americans in the Antebellum South followed the
Kongo Cross, which the author used to discover the Maa Aankh, an EgyptianPage 15/22
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style medicine wheel. Using this diagram as a guide revealed that the familiar
physical reality we live in is limited, but beyond our five physical senses is a rich
and unlimited spiritual dimension. Everything we desire - peace, prosperity,
success, love, joy - can be found in this spiritual realm, because they are ethereal
in nature. Most people have a problem obtaining these goals because they allow
themselves to become disconnected from their Source. But, by learning how to
stay connected to this invisible reality, you can overcome the physical problems
you face. Included are practical exercises based upon shamanic traditions that
will help you break away from the destructive beliefs and habits that disconnect
you from the Source. As well as spiritual practices and rites that will help you
maintain the connection to create the life that you want and deserve.
No one ever understood the mythology and Ritual of Ancient Egypt so well as
Gerald Massey since the time of the Ancient Philosophers of Egypt. This book is
one of the best when it comes down to Egyptian mythology, occultism and
interpretation. It's a standard work no one wants to miss. Contents: SignLanguage And Mythology As Primitive Modes Of Representation. Totemism,
Tattoo And Fetishism As Forms Of Sign-Language Elemental And Ancestral
Spirits, Or The Gods And The Glorified. Egyptian Book Of The Dead And The
Mysteries Of Amenta The Sign-Language Of Astronomical Mythology Egyptian
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Wisdom. The Drowning Of The Dragon The Sign-Language Of Astronomical
Mythology (Part II) Horus Of The Double Horizon. The Making Of Amenta The
Irish Amenta The Upper Mount Of Glory. Egyptian Wisdom And The Hebrew
Genesis The Egyptian Wisdom In Other Jewish Writings
Includes section, "Book reviews"
This work expands the scope of Morrison’s project to examine the ways and
means of memory in the preservation of belief systems passed down from the
earliest civilizations (both the Classical Greek and the Ancient Egyptian) as a
challenge to the sterility of modernity. Moreover, this research explores the
author’s specific use of Foucauldian theory as a vehicle for her narrative, which
reclaims the very origins of civilization’s primal concerns with life, procreation
and regeneration, springing from the very Heart of Africa. Despite the weight of
"white" authority and the disparaging of "blackness," Beloved’s multiple "ghosts"
conjure up a legacy so potent that no authoritarian discourse has been able to
entirely erase it, a legacy that still speaks to us from a heritage we no longer
acknowledge yet that nevertheless remains, and sustains us.
In this companion to Initiation in the Aeon of the Child, now available in
paperback, author J. Daniel Gunther provides detailed and cohesive analysis of
the two major spiritual crises in the career of the aspirant in the Aeon of the
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Child--the Knowledge & Conversation of the Holy Guardian Angel and the
Crossing the Abyss between the divine realms and the human. Expounding on
the sublime Formulas of Initiation confronting those who would aspire to these
Mysteries, the author draws deeply from Jungian psychology, world mythology
and religion, and the doctrines of the classic Mystery traditions, explaining how
the revelations of Thelema apply to the individual. The Angel & The Abyss is
written in clear, precise language that will aid those students who seek to
navigate the difficult terrain of this advanced stage of the Spiritual quest. More
knowledgeable students will find tantalizing clues to serve as guideposts and
eventual confirmations of their direct experience. The book offers copious
illustrations including some in full color and numerous diagrams. It features
detailed references that encompass ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic texts, the Old
and New Testaments, the Apocrypha, Greek philosophy, alchemy, hermetic
qabalah, and tarot, as well as the writings of Carl Jung, Eric Neumann and
Aleister Crowley.
Delve into the powerful undercurrents of Egyptian magick and be forever
changed. This book presents authentic rituals to invoke the gods. Step into their
hidden realm, where true gnosis and healing are found. A deeply spiritual
experience unfolds as you begin to invoke the deities of ancient Egypt. Discover
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your true magickal name, create a doorway into other dimensions, receive
messages from the Neteru, and become one with the gods once again. —Call
upon Isis for boundless love —Invoke the warrior goddess Sekhmet for protection
—Summon Nut to unleash your creativity —Reconnect with Hathor, Osiris, and
many other gods and goddesses Combining elegant rites with an evocative
description of each deity’s myths, this book invites you to begin a soul-level
transformation and awaken to your own strength, power, and divinity.
This is a step-by-step guide to achieving vibrant health using the spirituality of the
ancient ankh and the macrobiotic healing diet (eating whole foods in their natural
state). The author lays out the pathway he followed to heal himself of terminal
cancer 25 years ago by combining meditation, spiritual development and healthy
eating. The ankh amulet worn by ancient Egyptians served as a symbol for life
and a reminder of all that was good and prosperous in their lives. The ancients
revered the ankh as a powerful conduit and a reminder that life and spirit drew on
the Infinite Living Mind of the Creator. Understanding the meaning and power of
the ankh can make it as valuable and relevant today as it was millennia ago.
Other cultures and spiritual groups through the centuries have passed on these
ideas in various forms so that we may study and apply them today. Putting our
spiritual and mental states in order may lead us to making appropriate and
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healthy choices for a happier, more prosperous life.
An Elixir of Immortality The Ankh is an Ancient African Kemetic Symbol which
represents the "Key of Life" or the "Cross of Life". The Ankh can be found in
Egyptian Pyramids, many Egyptian Hieroglyphics, Tomb Paintings, Inscriptions,
and used in Temple Ceremonies. The symbol dates back to Africa between
3150-2650 BCE. Even today this powerful symbol can be seen on amulets,
charms, and bracelets worn by popular celebrities and sparks vigorous debate as
to it's origins. It is said that the symbol represents an elixir of immortality, good
fortune, representing female fertility and energy. A conduit for divine power. This
Ankh inspired composition notebook/journal features 6"x9" Lined College Ruled
Paper with the cover featuring this Awe Inspiring Ancient Symbol. Perfect for:
School Gift Lectures/Class Notes Brainstorming/Ideas Quick Sketching
Organizing/Planning Events Personal Diary/Journal And More!!! Features: Matte
Soft Cover Name Badge on Front Cover 120 pages 60 Sheets Lined College
Rule White Paper 6"x9" Designed Cover Made with Love in the USA Add This
Notebook to Your Back To School Supplies or Home School Supplies. Click The
Buy Now Button Don't Miss Out!!! For More Unique Compositions Notebooks
search "Ronnie Young".
When Desmond Miles is called away on an urgent mission, he entrusts fellow
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Assassin Jonathan Hawk with File 24. Hawk sets out to search for the Scepter of
Isis – a powerful ancient artifact, lost in time. Through his Assassin ancestor, El
Cakr, Hawk travels to Egypt in 1257, where the Scepter lies in the hands of the
new Sultan. Pursued in the present by the formidable Templar agent Vernon
Hest, Hawk finds himself in a race against time…throughout time. The first of three
fantastic new albums in the second cycle of Assassin’s Creed graphic novels
from Ubisoft’s Les Deux Royaumes, published for the first time in the English
language, Assassin’s Creed: Hawk is the continuation to the exciting, fast-paced
Assassin’s Creed comic series, featuring an all-new Assassin in an all-new era!
Dan Rawlins, a world-famous archaeologist working out of New York's
Metropolitan Museum, asks his assistant to find half of an Egyptian ankh in the
museum's collection. But she disappears, only to turn up murdered. The relic is
nowhere to be found. Meanwhile, Jacinda El-Bahri, a Mossad agent, is on the run
in Cairo after stealing the other half of the ankh from a powerful terrorist. Known
as Salameh, he plans to use the relic's incredible energy to unleash a power of
biblical proportions. Across three continents and three thousand years, the
struggle to reunite the ancient artifacts rages. And Dan and Jacinda, caught in
the throes of an ancient evil, may be the only hope for the modern world. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
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